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Abstract—With the cutting edge technology advance in wireless and mobile computers, the query processing in a mobile environment

involves join processing among different sites which include static servers and mobile computers. Because of the need for energy

saving and also the presence of asymmetric features in a mobile computing environment, the conventional query processing for a

distributed database cannot be directly applied to a mobile computing system. In this paper, we first explore three asymmetric features

of a mobile environment. Then, in light of these features, we devise query processing methods for both join and query processing.

Intuitively, employing semijoin operations in a mobile computing environment is able to further reduce both the amount of data

transmission and energy consumption. A semijoin which is initiated by a mobile computer (respectively, the server) and is beneficial to

reduce the cost of a join operation is termed a mobile-initiated or MI (respectively, server-initiated or SI) profitable semijoin. According

to those asymmetric features of a mobile computing system, we examine three different join methods and devise some specific criteria

to identify MI/SI profitable semijoins. For query processing, which refers to the processing of multijoin queries, we develop three query

processing schemes. In particular, we formulate the query processing in a mobile computing system as a two-phase query processing

procedure that can determine a join sequence and interleave that join sequence with SI profitable semijoins to reduce both the amount

of data transmission and energy consumption. Performance of these join and query methods is comparatively analyzed and sensitivity

analysis on several parameters is conducted. Furthermore, we develop a systematic procedure to derive the characteristic functions of

MI and SI profitable semijoins. It is noted that, given some system parameters, those characteristic functions are very important in

determining which join method is the most appropriate one to employ in that configuration. It is shown by our simulation results that, by

exploiting the three asymmetric features, these characteristic functions are very powerful in reducing both the amounts of energy

consumption and data transmission incurred and can lead to the design of an efficient and effective query processing procedure for a

mobile computing environment.

Index Terms—Mobile database, mobile computing, query processing, join method.

�

1 INTRODUCTION

IN a mobile computing environment, a mobile user with a
power-limited palm computer (or a mobile computer) can

access various information via wireless communication.
Applications such as stock activities, traffic reports, and
weather forecasts have become increasingly popular in
recent years [26], [27]. It is noted that mobile computers use
small batteries for their operations without directly con-
necting to any power source and the bandwidth of wireless
communication is, in general, limited. As a result, an
important design issue in a mobile system is to conserve the
energy and communication bandwidth of a mobile unit
while allowing mobile users the ability to access informa-
tion from anywhere at anytime [3], [10], [18].

Various wireless data networking technologies, includ-

ing IS-136 [24], CDMA2000 [19], and Wireless Application

Protocol (WAP) [28], have been developed recently. Among

others, the development of the third generation mobile
phone provides advanced value-added servers to mobile
users [2]. With the rapid advances in the palm computer
technologies, a mobile computer is envisioned to be
equipped with more powerful capabilities, including the
storage of a small database and the capacity of data
processing [22]. Consequently, the query processing in a
mobile computing system may involve the server and
several mobile computers. Consider a sales and inventory
application where a salesperson carries a mobile computer
device in which a fragment of database contains the
information of his/her customer records. Also, the com-
pany of the salesperson has a fixed server to store the
information of all customers and its product information.
Note that, depending on the corresponding coherency
control mechanism employed, the data copy in the server
could be obsolete [7]. Since the most up-to-date data is
stored in the mobile computers, a query generated by a
salesperson could be a sequence of joins to be performed
across the relations residing in the server and several
mobile computers, resulting in a very different execution
scenario from the one for query processing in a traditional
distributed system.

The query processing in a traditional distributed system
has received a considerable amount of attention and been
extensively studied in the literature [4], [5], [6], [12], [25]. As
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pointed out in [31], the query processing in a traditional
distributed system is composedof the following threephases:
1) local processing phase, 2) reduction phase, and 3) final
processing phase. The objective in distributed query proces-
sing is to reduce the amount of data transmission required in
Phase 2 and Phase 3. Note, however, that the cost models
developed for query processing in a traditional distributed
database do not reflect many important features in a mobile
computing system. Explicitly, the prior studies in distributed
query processing [5], [6], [12], [25] did not fully explore the
asymmetric features of a mobile environment, which are, as
explained below, particularly important in devising the
corresponding query processing schemes. Specifically, the
energy consumption of mobile computers, the most impor-
tant cost criterion,was not dealtwith for the queryprocessing
in traditional distributed databases, making the correspond-
ing distributed query processing schemes devised not
applicable to a mobile computing environment. To remedy
this, we shall explore in this paper three important asym-
metric features of a mobile computing system and, in light of
these features, develop efficient join methods and query
processing schemes for mobile computing systems. The
three asymmetric features, which we shall explicitly address
and reflect in the design of query processing schemes, are as
follows:

1. Asymmetric feature of computing capability be-
tween the server and a mobile computer. Mobile
computers use small batteries for their operations
without directly connecting to any power source. In
contrast, the server is not strictly constrained by
energy consumption and thus possesses much more
power than a mobile computer. Note that, in
traditional distributed query processing, the sites
involved in a query processing are usually assumed
to have the same level of processing capability. This
feature distinguishes the query processing in a
mobile environment from that in a traditional
distributed system.

2. Asymmetric feature of energy consumption be-
tween message sending and receiving. The energy
required for message sending is more than that
required for message receiving at a mobile computer
[9], [17]. This feature also has to be modeled when
the costs of the corresponding operations are
evaluated.

3. Asymmetric feature of energy consumption be-
tween activeness and idleness of a mobile compu-
ter. The energy consumed by a mobile computer in
its active mode is much more than that consumed in
its idle mode [16], [17]. In view of this, a mobile
computer may be designed to stay in its idling mode
by migrating its processing work to the server if so
appropriate.

Consequently, in this paper, we derive a cost model
which considers these three asymmetric features of a mobile
computing system. The cost model derived paves the way to
the development of the join methods and the query
processing schemes in a mobile computing system. In order
to further reduce data transmission, the semijoin operation
has received considerable attention and been extensively

studied in the literature [5], [6], [12], [25]. Consider an
illustrative example in which R1 stored at site S1 performs a
semijoin join operation with R2 stored at site S2. Suppose
that the final join result will be obtained at site S1. Under
semijoin processing, S1 will first send the distinct join
attribute values of R1to S2 and then the join processing of R2

with these distinct join attribute values of R1 is performed at
site S2. The resulting relation after the join (referred to as R0

2Þ
will be sent to site S1 for further join processing at site S1.
Clearly, if the amount of distinct join attribute tuples and
data tuples in R0

2 at S2 is smaller than that of the original
relation R2, the amount of data transmission under the
semijoin operation is further reduced. Join and semijoin will
be discussed in details later. Intuitively, employing semijoin
operations in a mobile computing environment is also able
to further reduce both the amount of data transmission and
energy consumption. In mobile computing environments,
however, sites S1 and S2 may be either servers or mobile
computers. Thus, the semijoin operation in a mobile
computing system is intrinsically different from that in
traditional distributed systems. For ease of exposition, a
semijoin which is initiated by a mobile computer (respec-
tively, the server) and is beneficial to reduce the cost of a join
operation is termed a mobile-initiated or MI (respectively,
server-initiated or SI) profitable semijoin. For join processing,
judiciously applying a MI profitable semijoin can reduce the
amount of data transmission required and energy consump-
tion. According to those asymmetric features of a mobile
computing system, we examine three different join methods
and devise some specific criteria to identify MI/SI profitable
semijoins. For query processing, which refers to the
processing of multijoin queries, we develop three query
processing schemes. In particular, we formulate the query
processing in a mobile computing system as a two-phase
query processing procedure that can determine a join
sequence and interleave that join sequence with SI profitable
semijoins to reduce both the amounts of data transmission
and energy consumption. Performance of these join and
query methods is comparatively analyzed and sensitivity
analysis on several parameters, including selectivity factor
and idling coefficient, is conducted. Furthermore, we
develop a systematic procedure to derive the characteristic
functions of MI and SI profitable semijoins. It is noted that,
given some system parameters, those characteristic func-
tions are very important in determining which join method
is the most appropriate one to employ in that configuration.
It is shown by our simulation results that by exploiting the
three asymmetric features, these characteristic functions are
very powerful in reducing both the amounts of energy
consumption and data transmission incurred, and can lead
to the design of an efficient and effective query processing
procedure for a mobile computing environment.

We mention in passing that, without dealing with query
processing, Alonso and Ganguly [1] studied the issues of
optimization between energy consumption and server
workload in a mobile environment. Notice that the mobile
computers participating in distributed query processing
may spread out in mobile computing environments. By
exploiting the feature of divide-and-conquer, the authors in
[20] proposed several query processing schemes that are
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able to divide the query processing into several subquery
processing modules in accordance with the network
topology of a mobile computing system. Several research
efforts have been elaborated upon developing a location
dependent query mechanism [11], [14], [23], [29]. The
authors in [14] presented the concept of queries with
location constraints, i.e., constraints which involve location
of mobile users. In [23], the authors proposed a spatial-
temporal data model for querying of moving data in mobile
environments. The position update policy and the impres-
sion of moving data are addressed in [29]. In addition, the
authors in [15] proposed a multicast protocol which is
useful for query processing in a three dimensional space.
Without exploiting the asymmetric features of energy
consumption, the attention of prior studies was mainly
paid to the query mechanisms with location constraints and
query processing in traditional distributed databases [4],
[5], [12], [13], [25], but not to the specific cost model and the
query processing for a mobile computing system explored
in this paper. Note that energy efficient query mechanisms
are recently proposed for the sensor networks in which
sensor nodes are small devices with wireless capabilities,
poor processing power and small data storage [21], [30].
Though having the goal for conserving energy consump-
tion, sensor nodes don’t have enough storage space for
storing data and manipulating complex query processing.
Therefore, energy efficient query processing schemes for
sensor networks are not applicable to the scenario in which
mobile computers have to store data and perform compli-
cated join operations.

As mentioned above, due to these asymmetric features of
a mobile computing system, the cost model and the design
of query processing schemes are intrinsically different from
those in a traditional distributed database and particularly
ought to capture the need of energy saving. In this paper,
we not only formulate a new cost model which takes these
asymmetric features into consideration, but also explicitly
investigate the join methods and develop the corresponding
query processing schemes. To the best of our knowledge,
prior work neither fully explored the need of energy saving
for query processing nor captured these asymmetric
features into the corresponding cost model, let alone
devising efficient schemes to incorporate these features for
query processing in a mobile computing system. These
features distinguish this paper from others.

This rest of this paper is organized as follows: Pre-
liminaries are given in Section 2. Three join methods are
investigated in Section 3. In Section 4, we develop query
processing schemes for multijoin queries. Performance
studies on various join and query processing are conducted
in Section 5. This paper concludes with Section 6.

2 PRELIMINARIES

To facilitate the presentation of this paper, some prelimin-
aries are given in this section. The notation, definitions, and
assumptions required are described in Section 2.1. By taking
the asymmetric features described above into consideration,
a cost model for join and query processing in a mobile
computing system is devised in Section 2.2.

2.1 Notation, Definition, and Assumption

A mobile computing system consists of stationary servers
and mobile computers. Stationary servers include informa-
tion servers and the equipment of a mobile communication
system. As described above, mobile computers use small
batteries for their operations without connecting to any
power source directly and the bandwidth of wireless
communication is limited. With the emerging development
of the third generation of mobile system [19], [24], [28],
mobile computers can provide many powerful capabilities,
including the storage of a small database and the capability
of data processing. In this paper, we consider the query
processing in a mobile environment, which involves join
processing among different sites including static servers
and mobile computers.

As in most prior work [5], [6], we assume in this study

that a query is of the form of conjunctions of equi-join

predicates and all attributes are renamed in such a way that

two join attributes have the same attribute name if and only

if they have a join predicate between them. A join query

graph can be denoted by a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ, where V is the

set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Each node in a join

query graph represents a relation. Two nodes are connected

by an edge if there exists a join predicate on some attribute of

the two corresponding relations. We use jRij to denote the

cardinality of a relation Ri and jAj to denote the cardinality

of the domain of an attributeA. The notationRi ffl Rj is used

to mean the join between Ri and Rj, and jRi ffl Rjj denotes
cardinality of the result relation of Ri ffl Rj. To determine

the effect of a join operation specified by a query graph, we

employ the results stated in the theorem developed in [5],

which is given in Appendix A for interested readers.
Let wA be the width of an attribute A and wRi

be the
width of a tuple in Ri. The size of the total amount of data in
Ri can then be denoted by wRi

jRij. Define the selectivity �i;a

of attribute A in Ri as jRiðAÞj
jAj , where RiðAÞ is the set of

distinct values for the attribute A in Ri. Ri �A ! Rj means
a semijoin from Ri to Rj on attribute A and Ri ! Rj means
a simple join from Ri to Rj: The reduction of a relation is
defined as the number of tuples of the relation reduced by
employed join operations. Similarly, the reduction of an
attribute is referred to as the number of tuples reduced by
employed join operations on that attribute. Note that the
reduction of the relation Rj by the semijoin Ri �A ! Rj is
proportional to the reduction of RjðAÞ. The estimation of
the size of the relation reduced by a semijoin is thus similar
to estimating the reduction of projection on the semijoin
attributes. After the semijoin Ri �A ! Rj, the cardinality of
Rj can be estimated as jRjj�i;a. Also, wAjRiðAÞj is used to
denote the cost of a semijoin Ri �A ! Rj: We use R0

i to
denote the resulting relation after some joins or semijoins
are applied to an original relation Ri. As in most prior work
[25], [31], it is assumed that the statistics in each site are
made known to a central scheduler for query scheduling.

Consider the relations in Table 1, for example. Suppose
jAj ¼ 10, jBj ¼ 10, and the width of each attribute is
one unit. We have �1;b ¼ 0:3 and �2;b ¼ 0:6. Also, jR1j ¼ 5,
jR2j ¼ 7, and R1ðBÞ ¼ fb1; b3; b4g.
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A semijoin R1 �B ! R2 is called profitable if its cost,
wBjR1ðBÞj ¼ wBjBj�1;b, is less than its benefit, wR2

jR2j �
wR2

jR2j�1;b ¼ wR2
jR2jð1� �1;bÞ [6], [25], where wR2

jR2j and
wR2

jR2j�1;b are respectively the sizes of R2 before and after
the semijoin. It can be shown that, for the example relations
in Table 1, R1 �B ! R2 is profitable since wBjR1ðBÞj <
wR2

jR2jð1� �1;b) and R2 �B ! R1 is not profitable since
wBjR2ðBÞj � wR1

jR1jð1� �2;b). R
0
2 shows the reduced rela-

tion after the semijoin.

2.2 Cost Model for Join and Query Processing in a
Mobile Computing System

Table 2 shows the description of parameters in the cost
model for a mobile computing system. Energy consumption
in data receiving at a mobile computer, denoted by eRC ,
refers to the energy consumed in receiving data via wireless
communication. Energy consumption for receiving a rela-
tion R at a mobile computer, denoted by eRCðRÞ, is
formulated as er � jRj, where er is the receiving energy
coefficient, representing the energy consumed in receiving
one tuple of data.1 Also, energy consumption for sending a
relation R out from a mobile computer, denoted by eSDðRÞ,
refers to the energy required in transmitting the relation R
over wireless link. To capture the asymmetric feature of
energy consumption between data sending and receiving of
a mobile computer, we use the send-receive energy ratio rE
(i.e., eSDeRC

) to represent the ratio of the energy consumption of
sending data to that of receiving data. The value of rE is, in
general, larger than one and can more explicitly be
approximated to a value between two and 10 [1]. Hence,
eSDðRÞ is formulated as rE � er � jRj, where er � rE is the
sending energy coefficient. Similarly to most relevant works
[8], [16], the processing time required to perform the given
operations on the relation in a server is modeled as a
function of the input relations involved. For example, the
processing time of joining Ri and Rj in a server, denoted by
TSðRi ffl RjÞ, can then be expressed by ttuple � ðjRij þ jRjj þ
jRi ffl RjjÞ; where ttuple is the coefficient for the processing
time required per tuple.

To capture the asymmetric feature of computing cap-
ability between the server and a mobile computer, the
server-mobile processing ratio rSM represents the ratio of

the processing power of a server to that of a mobile
computer. Clearly, the value of rSM is larger than 1 and can
be obtained empirically. Hence, the processing time of
joining Ri and Rj at a mobile computer can be expressed by
rSM � TSðRi ffl RjÞ. The energy consumption at a mobile
computer in its idle mode while a join is performed in a
server can be estimated as � � TSðRi ffl RjÞ, where � is an
idle coefficient. The idle coefficient � of mobile computers
can be approximated to a value between 0.02 and 0.5 and is,
in fact, system dependent [16], [17]. To reflect the asym-
metric feature of energy consumption between activeness
and idleness of a mobile computer, we define the ratio of
the energy consumed by a mobile computer in its idle mode
to that in its active mode as �k, where � is an idling
coefficient and k is able to empirically determined. Without
loss of generality, we assume, in this paper, that k is 2.
Similarly, an active coefficient of a mobile computer
represents the the energy consumption at a mobile
computer in its active mode per unit time. In accordance
with the ratio of activeness and idleness of a mobile
computer, it can be verified that given k ¼ 2, we can have 1

�

to represent the active coefficient to estimate the energy
consumed by a mobile computer in its active mode. As
mentioned before, the processing time of joining Ri and Rj

at a mobile computer can be formulated as rSM �
TSðRi ffl RjÞ. As a result, the amount of energy consumed
in processing the join between Ri and Rj at a mobile
computer is devised as 1

� � rSM � TSðRi ffl Rj). Note that all
these parameters can be estimated from the specifications of
mobile computers [2], [22]. Using the cost model developed,
we are able to evaluate the energy consumption and data
transmission costs (Ec and dt, respectively) of the corre-
sponding join methods and query processing schemes in a
mobile computing system and develop an efficient solution
procedure for multijoin query processing accordingly.

3 JOIN PROCESSING IN A MOBILE COMPUTING

SYSTEM

We now derive the solution procedure for minimizing the
cost of join methods in a mobile computing system.
Consider the scenario of join processing in Fig. 1, where
the server has relation R1 and the mobile computer has
relation R2: Suppose that the mobile user M1 submits to
server S a query that performs a join operation of R1 and R2

on their common attribute A. The resulting relation is
needed by M1. With this given model, we shall examine
three join methods. To simplify our presentation, dtðJÞ is
used to represent the amount of data transmission and
EcðJÞ is used to represent the amount of energy consump-
tion by join method J. In what follows, we examine a join
method which performs the join at the server in Section 3.1.
Section 3.2 describes the join method which performs the
join at the mobile computer. The join method that utilizes an
MI profitable semijoin will be presented in Section 3.3.
Analysis of these join methods is given in Section 3.4.

3.1 Processing the Join at the Server
(Denoted by JS)

We first consider the case of processing the join at the
server and returning the result to mobile unit M1.
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1. er is calculated by e � wR, where e is the energy consumption per byte
and wR is the width of tuple in relation R. For brevity purpose, we assume
that each relation has the same wR whose value is set to one and the pricing
police is ”charging per byte.”

TABLE 1
An Illustrative Example for Semijoin Operation
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Explicitly, M1 sends R2 to the server, which incurs a data
amount of jR2j transmitted and an energy amount of
eSDðR2Þ consumed. While the server S performs the join
operation, M1 is in its idle mode with an energy amount of
� � TSðR1 ffl R2Þ consumed. After the join operation is
performed at the server, the resulting relation (i.e., R1 ffl
R2Þ will be returned to M1 while consuming an energy
amount of eRCðjR1 ffl R2jÞ. Then, we have the correspond-
ing costs as follows:

dtðJSÞ : jR2j þ jR1 ffl R2j;
EcðJSÞ : eSDðjR2jÞ þ � � TSðR1 ffl R2Þ þ eRCðjR1 ffl R2jÞ:

ð1Þ

3.2 Processing the Join at the Mobile Computer
(Denoted by JC)

We next consider the case that the server sends the relation
to the mobile computer for a join operation. The server S
sends R1 to M1 first. After receiving R1 with an energy
amount of eRCðjR1jÞ consumed, M1 performs the join
operation with an energy amount of 1

� � rSM � TSðR1 ffl R2Þ:
Consequently, we have corresponding costs below:

dtðJCÞ : jR1j;

EcðJCÞ : eRCðjR1jÞ þ
1

�
� rSM � TSðR1 ffl R2Þ:

ð2Þ

3.3 Employing an MI Profitable Semijoin for Join
Processing (Denoted by JSC)

Note that the relation size at the mobile computer, i.e., jR2j,
is likely to be smaller than that at the server, i.e., jR1j. In that

case, using a semijoin will be able to reduce the amount of

data transmission required. Explicitly, M1 first projects its

semijoin attribute (e.g., attribute A with the corresponding

selectivity �2;a) with an energy amount of
rSM�TSð�2;ajAjÞ

� , and
the resulting projection of the size �2;ajAj is sent to the
server for a join with R1: The energy consumed in this
operation is Ec ¼ eSDð�2;ajAjÞ, and the amount of data

transmitted is dt ¼ �2;ajAj. Then, the energy consumption of
M1 in its idle mode is � � TSðð�2;ajAjÞ ffl R1Þ while server S
performs the join operation. The resulting relation (i.e.,
�2;ajR1jÞ is next sent back to the mobile unit (i.e., dt ¼
�2;ajR1j and Ec ¼ eRCð�2;ajR1jÞÞ for the join operation at M1.
The amount of energy consumed in that join operation is
thus rSM � TSðð�2;ajR1jÞ ffl R2Þ. Consequently, we have the
following costs:

dtðJSCÞ : �2;ajAj þ �2;ajR1j;

EcðJSCÞ : eSDð�2;ajAjÞ þ
1

�
� rSM � TSð�2;ajAjÞ þ

1

�
� rSM�

TSð�2;ajR1j ffl R2Þ þ � � TSð�2;ajAj ffl R1Þ þ eRCð�2;ajR1jÞ:

ð3Þ

3.4 Analysis of Join Processing

With the above three join methods described, we now
examine the amount of data transmission and energy
consumption incurred by each of them. Specifically, the
criterion of identifying an MI profitable semijoin to reduce
the amount of data transmission and energy consumption is
derived. For better readability, proofs of some lemmas and
corollaries are given in the Appendix B for interested
readers. With the assumption that the number of data
tuples is larger than the cardinality of attributes, we have
the following lemma:

Lemma 1. The amount of data transmission incurred by join

method JC is smaller than that by join method JS , i.e.,

dtðJCÞ < dtðJSÞ.
Lemma 2. With a given selectivity factor �2;a, where �2;a <

jR1j
jAjþjR1j , the amount of data transmission incurred by method

JSC is smaller than that by method JC; i.e., dtðJSCÞ < dtðJCÞ.
Note that the mobile computer performs the join in

method JC . In contrast, the server takes over the join
processing in method JS . The asymmetric feature of
computing capability between the server and a mobile
computer is reflected by Lemma 3 which can be derived
from the corresponding formulas of EcðJCÞ and EcðJSÞ.
Lemma 3. EcðJCÞ > EcðJSÞ.
Definition 1. A semijoin is called MI profitable if and only if

EcðJSCÞ is smaller than EcðJSÞ.

With Definition 1, we can derive following theorem:

Theorem 1. A semijoin is MI profitable if and only if the

selectivity factor �2;a is smaller than er��
rSM�ttuple .
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Proof. It follows from Section 3.3 that the amount of energy
consumed by method JSC is

eSDð�2;ajAjÞ þ
1

�
� rSM � TSð�2;ajAjÞ þ

1

�
� rSM�

TSð�2;ajR1j ffl R2Þ þ � � TSð�2;ajAj ffl R1Þ þ eRCð�2;ajR1jÞ:

From the cost model developed in Section 2.2, it can be
obtained that

EcðJSCÞ ¼ er � rE � �2;ajAj þ
1

�
� rSM � ttuple �

�2;ajAj þ �2;ajR1j þ jR2j þ
�2;ajR1jjR2j

jAj

� �
þ � �

t � ð�2;ajAj þ jR1j þ �2;ajR1jÞ þ er � �2;ajR1j:

Without loss of generality, assume that jR1jjR2j
jAj >> jAj,

jR1j, and jR2j. Consequently, we have EcðJSCÞ � 1
� �

rSM � ttuple � �2;ajR1jjR2j
jAj

� �
. Following the same procedure,

we have EcðJSÞ � er � jR1jjR2j
jAj

� �
: From Definition 1, we

have EcðJSCÞ < EcðJSÞ: Accordingly,

EcðJSCÞ � EcðJSÞ < 0

() 1

�
� rSM � ttuple �

�2;ajR1jjR2j
jAj

� �
� er �

jR1jjR2j
jAj

� �
< 0

()jR1jjR2j
jAj

1

�
� rSM � ttuple � �2;a � er

� �
< 0:

Since jR1j, jR2j, and jAj > 0, we can obtain that
ð1� � rSM � ttuple � �2;a � erÞ < 0, which implies that �2;a <

er��
rSM�ttuple , thus proving the theorem. tu

Theorem 1 leads to the following corollary:

Corollary 1.1. Given a �2;a; a semijoin is MI profitable if and

only if � is larger than �2;a � rSM � ttuple
er

.

Using the cost model devised in Section 2.2, one can
evaluate the amounts of energy consumption and data
transmission incurred by join methods described above
and select the one which is able to minimize the cost of
join processing. Note that, through having the minimal
amount of energy consumed due to its exploiting the
asymmetric feature of computing capability, method JS
may incur a larger amount of data transmission than
others. It can be verified that by judiciously applying MI
profitable semijoins, method JSC can reduce the amount of
data transmission and energy consumption as a whole. As
can be seen later, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1.1 derived

above can be employed to determine the threshold for
whether method JS or method JSC should be utilized.

4 QUERY PROCESSING IN A MOBILE COMPUTING

SYSTEM

In this section, we consider the processing of multijoin
queries that involves one server and many mobile compu-
ters. The destination mobile computer refers to the mobile
computer that issues the query and is expected to receive
the query result. A participating mobile computer refers to the
mobile computer that contains a relation involved in the
query processing. By utilizing the join methods derived in
Section 3, we develop efficient schemes for query proces-
sing. Explicitly, we first examine in Section 4.1 a query
processing scheme in which the destination mobile compu-
ter performs the query processing by itself (to be referred to
as scheme QPC). In light of the asymmetric feature of
computing capability between the server and a mobile
computer, we formulate the query processing as a two-
phase processing procedure that can minimize the energy
consumption of the destination and participating mobile
computers. Specifically, a two-phase query processing
scheme which employs a simple join operation (to be
referred to as scheme QPS) is devised in Section 4.2. Next,
we devise another two-phase query processing scheme that
can determine a join sequence with SI profitable semijoins
interleaved (to be referred to as scheme QPSJ ) to reduce
both the amounts of data transmission and energy
consumption in Section 4.3.

4.1 Query Processing at the Destination Mobile
Computer (Denoted by QPCÞ

In scheme QPC , while the destination computer M1 submits
a query to the server, the server then informs those
participating mobile computers about the location of M1:
After receiving the location of M1, all participating mobile
computers and the server send their relations to the
destination mobile computer for query processing. Con-
sider the illustrative query graph in Fig. 2. Without loss of
generality, assume that the participating mobile computer
Mi contains relation Ri, the server S has relation R, and M1

is the destination mobile computer.
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding join sequence graph of

schemeQPC; where each relation in a node is sent toM1 for a
join operation. According to the cost model devised, we can
obtain the corresponding costs of energy consumption and
data transmission. Clearly, through minimizing the energy
consumption of participating mobile computers, scheme
QPC results in a significant amount of energy consumption
at the destination mobile computer (i.e., receiving relations
from participating mobile computers and performing join
operations). As a consequence, we have,
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Fig. 2. An illustrative query graph.

Fig. 3. An illustrative example for scheme QPC .
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dtðQPCÞ ¼
Xk
2

jRij þ jRj;

where k ¼ 5 for the example in Fig: 2;

EcðQPCÞ ¼
Xk
2

eSDðRiÞ þ
Xk
2

eRCðRiÞ

þ 1

�
� rSM � TSðR ffl ð

Xk
1

ffl RiÞÞ;

where k ¼ 5 for the example in Fig: 2:

ð4Þ

4.2 Query Processing at the Server
(Denoted by QPS)

Clearly, despite its simplicity, scheme QPC does not exploit
the asymmetric feature of computing capability between the
server and mobile computers and may thus consume much
valuable processing power at the destination mobile
computer. Explicitly, since the server is not strictly
constrained by energy consumption, one can fully utilize
the processing capability of the server. In view of this, we
decompose the processing of a query into two phases,
namely, the relation transfer phase, denoted by RT, and the
final phase, denoted by FP. In the relation transfer phase,
each participating mobile computer sends its own relation
to the server for a join operation. Thus, the server obtains
the resulting relation of the multijoin query among the
participating mobile computers. In the final phase, with the
join method properly selected from those devised in
Section 3, the join between S and M1 is performed.

The cost of scheme QPS is the summation of the cost in

the RT phase and that in the FP phase. That is, dtðQPSÞ ¼
dtðQPRT

S Þ þ dtðQPFP
S Þ, where QPRT

S and QPFP
S represent the

scheme QPS in the RT phase and the FP phase, respectively,

and EcðQPSÞ ¼ EcðQPRT
S Þ þ EcðQPFP

S Þ. Note that the values

of dtðQPFP
S Þ and EcðQPFP

S Þ can be determined in accor-

dance with the join method employed in the FP phase. With

the query graph in Fig. 2, the corresponding join sequence

of scheme QPS is shown in Fig. 4, where each relation in a

node is sent to its parent node for a join operation in a

bottom up manner.
Note that, since the server in QPS takes over the query

processing which costs much energy of the destination

mobile computer in QPC , the energy consumption of the

destination mobile computer in QPS is significantly

reduced. As will be validated by the experimental results

in Section 5, by exploiting the asymmetric feature of
computing capability between the server and mobile
computers, scheme QPS can save the energy consumption
of all the mobile computers.

With the query in Fig. 2, we have following costs in the
RT phase:

dtðQPRT
S Þ ¼

Xk
2

jRij;where k ¼ 5 for the example in Fig:2;

EcðQPRT
S Þ ¼

Xk
2

eSDðRiÞ;where k ¼ 5 for the example in Fig:2:

ð5Þ

It can be seen that, in scheme QPS , each participating
mobile computer sends its own relation to the server
without considering the use of semijoins. As can be seen in
[5], judiciously interleaving a join sequence with semijoins
is able to reduce the amount of data transmission required.
Note, however, that without considering the asymmetric
features and energy consumption, the algorithm in [5] is not
applicable to the query processing in a mobile computing
system. As a result, we will devise in the following
subsection scheme QPSJ to determine a proper join
sequence with semijoins interleaved in the RT phase for
further reducing both the amounts of data transmission and
energy consumption.

4.3 Query Processing with SI Profitable Semijoins
(Denoted by QPSJ )

As described in Section 3.4, an MI profitable semijoin is
helpful in reducing both energy consumption and data
transmission required. However, due to the asymmetric
features of a mobile computing system, MI profitable
semijoins cannot be directly applied to the query processing
in the RT phase of QPS . In view of this, we shall first derive
a theorem to identify SI profitable semijoins and, then, in
light of the theorem derived, develop a solution procedure
that can interleave a join sequence with SI profitable
semijoins for efficient query processing.

Definition 2. A semijoin Ri �A ! Rj, where the server owns

relation Ri and the mobile computer owns relation Rj, is called

SI profitable if its energy consumption of the mobile computer

for performing this semijoin, i.e., eRCð�i;a � jAjÞ þ 1
� � rSM �

TSðRj ffl ð�i;a � jAjÞÞ þ eSDð�i;ajRjjÞ, is smaller than that for

sending Rj to the server, i.e., eSDðjRjjÞ. Note that energy

consumption of an SI semijoin by the mobile computer consists

of the energy consumed in performing the semijoin and in

sending the resulting relation of that semijoin to the server for

a join operation.

With Definition 2, we can derive the following theorem:

Theorem 2. A semijoin Ri �A ! Rj is SI profitable if and

only if �i;a is less than
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
.

Proof. It follows from Definition 2 that eRCð�i;a � jAjÞ þ 1
� �

rSM � TSðRj ffl ð�i;a � jAjÞÞ þ eSDð�i;ajRjjÞ < eSDðjRjjÞ: Ac-
cordingly, we have

er � �i;a � jAj þ
1

�
� rSM � ttuple � ðjRjj þ �i;a � jAj þ �i;a � jRjjÞÞ

þ er � rE � �i;ajRjj < er � rE � jRjj:
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Fig. 4. An illustrative example for scheme QPS .
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Since �i;a � jAj << jRjj, we have

1

�
� rSM � ttuple � jRjjð1þ �i;aÞ þ er�

rE � �i;ajRjj < er � rE � jRjj:

Since jRjj > 0, we have

1

�
� rSM � ttuple þ �i;a � ð

1

�
� rSM � ttuple þ er � rEÞ < er � rE:

, �i;a <
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
, thus proving the theorem. tu

Theorem 2 leads to the following corollary:

Corollary 2.1. An SI profitable semijoin, Ri �A ! Rj, implies
that the amount of data transmission by performing this
semijoin (i.e., �i;aðjAj þ jRjjÞÞ is smaller than that of sending
Rj to the server (i.e., jRjj).

In the RT phase, by utilizing the server to perform the
multijoin query, the server site contains the resulting
relation. To facilitate our presentation, use Ed;j

c to represent
the energy consumption of a join operation between Rd and
Rj, where d is the destination site. The energy consumption
of an SI profitable semijoin, Rd �A ! Rj, can be expressed
as Ed;j

c ðSJÞ and the corresponding data transmission cost
can be denoted by dd;jt ðSJÞ. The energy consumption of a
join Rj ! Rd can be expressed as Ed;j

c ðJÞ and the corre-
sponding data transmission cost can be denoted by dd;jt ðJÞ:
Consider the query graph in Fig. 2, where the server S has
two edges (i.e., ðS;M3Þ and ðS;M5Þ), meaning that there are
two possible joins, i.e., R ffl R3 or R ffl R5, for S to start with.
Note that, when a join operation between R and R3 (or R5)
is carried out, the resulting relation in site S will contain
those attributes of relation R3 (or R5). In other words, the
selection of these two join operations (i.e., ðR ffl R3Þ and
ðR ffl R5Þ) will affect the costs of subsequent operations.
Thus, with the inclusion of SI profitable semijoins into a
proper join sequence, one can reduce the amount of data
transmission and energy consumption.

As described above, without considering the feature of
asymmetry, the algorithm for determining a join sequence
for a conventional distributed database is not applicable to a
mobile computing environment. Therefore, the design of a
solution procedure to determine a join sequence with SI
profitable semijoins interleaved is call for. First, we develop
a directed graph with proper weights in edges where
weights in edges represent the energy consumption of
performing join or SI-semijoin operations at mobile com-
puters. Assume that the destination mobile computer in the
query graph (V, E) is denoted by d and the set of edges of
node d is represented as Ed: The destination mobile
computer and its edges are omitted in the directed graph
since they will not be involved in the RT phase. The
resulting directed graph is thus (V� d, E� Ed). An edge
connecting two nodes ni and nj is denoted by ðni; njÞ, and
the weight of edge ðni; njÞ, denoted by Ei;j

c , can be set to
either the value of Ei;j

c ðSJÞ (meaning that an SI profitable

semijoin SJ will be performed) if �i <
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
, or the

value of Ei;j
c ðJÞ (meaning that a simple join J will be

performed) otherwise. After constructing the directed
graph, the problem to reduce the energy consumption is

transformed to a graph program in which we shall
determine a traversal path with the purpose of minimizing
the summation of weights (i.e., minimize the energy
consumption consumed in mobile computers). By referring
to the Djikstra algorithm, algorithm M is designed and
applied to determine a join sequence with SI profitable
semijoins interleaved in the RT phase. Note that an edge
ðS; njÞ in a directed graph is being shrunken if ðS; njÞ is
removed from the graph and S and nj are merged together.
When a join operation between the two relations corre-
sponding to nodes S and nj in a given directed graph is
carried out, we can obtain the resulting query graph by
shrinking the edges between S and nj: Algorithm M is
outlined below.

Algorithm M. Determine the join sequence with SI profit-
able semijoins interleaved in the RT phase.

Input: A directed graph = ðV � d;E � EdÞ.
Output: SEQ /* SEQ contains the resulting sequence of

joins semijoins */

1. begin

2. SEQ = �;

3. for each vertex w 2 V � d do

4. begin

5. w:mark :¼ false; /* w.mark is used to indicate if

w has been visited or not */

6. w:ct :¼ 1; /* w:ct is the cost of join operation

from S to w. */

7. w:op ¼ J ; /* w:op represents the join operation */

8. end

9. S:ct ¼ 0; /* The cost of join operation from S to itself is

set to zero */
10. while 9 an unmarked vertex do

11. begin

12. let w be an unmarked vertex such that w.ct is the

minimal among all the corresponding costs of

unmarked vertices;

13. if w:� <
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ

� �
/* Determine if a

semijoin is SI profitable */

14. w:op ¼ SJ ;

15. SEQ=SEQ [ w;

16. w:mark :¼ true;

17. for all edges (w; z) with z is unmarked do

18. begin

19. if w:ct+weightðw; zÞ < z:ct then

20. z:ct :¼ w:ct+weight(w; z); /* Update the
weight of the edge (w,z) */

21. end

22. end

23. end

To show the execution of algorithm M, consider the
query graph in Fig. 2 whose profile is given in Table 3. The
corresponding directed graph is shown in Fig. 5. It can be

verified that, since �R;G ¼ 0:5 <
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
¼ 0:6, the

weight of edge from S to M5 in Fig. 5 is

ES;5
c ðSJÞ ¼ 0:1 � 0:5 � 18þ 1

0:5
� 5 � 0:01�

ð120þ 0:5 � 18þ 0:5 � 120Þ þ 0:1 � 5 � 0:5 � 120 ¼ 49:8:
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Also, since �R;D ¼ 0:9 >
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
¼ 0:6, the weight of

edge from S to M3 is ES;3
c ðJÞ ¼ 0:1 � 5 � 106 ¼ 53. Similarly,

the weights of other edges in the directed graph in Fig. 5 can

be obtained. Then, algorithm M is used to generate the

proper join sequence with SI profitable semijoins interleaved

in the RT phase. First, the costs from S to other vertices are

evaluated in the directed graph for initialization (from line 3

to line 8 in algorithm M). The execution scenario of

algorithm M is shown in Fig. 6 where R�, R��, and R���

denote the resulting relations in the end of each step. Note

that, since the cost of (S, M5) is the minimal (line 12 in

algorithm M), as can be seen in Step 0 from Table 4, the

vertex M5 is selected first. Also, it can be verified that the

semijoin operation R�G ! R5 is SI profitable (line 13 in

algorithm M) since the corresponding selectivity factor (i.e.,

0.5) is smaller than
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
¼ 0:6: The semijoin R�

G ! R5 is thus performed. In Fig. 6a, R5 is selected for the

semijoin and sends the resulting relation to the server.

After the join with the relation at site M5, the cost from S to

M4 is derived (from line 17 to line 21 in algorithm M). It can

be seen that Fig. 6a leads to the configuration in Fig. 6b in

which the weight of the edge from S toM4 becomes 99:8 (i.e.,

49:8þ 50 ¼ 99:8). Then, we shall determine the minimal cost

among all the edges connecting to those unvisited vertices

(line 12 in algorithm M) and perform the corresponding

operations. This procedure repeats until all the vertices of

the directed graph are visited (line 10 to in algorithm M).

From Table 4, it can be seen that M3 has the minimal cost in

Step 1 and is next to be selected. Since the semijoinR� �D !
R3 is not SI profitable according to Theorem 2, the simple join

from M3 to S is executed in Fig. 6b, leading to the

configuration in Fig. 6c. Following the same procedure, the

sequence of joins and semijoins can be derived. Note that,

while having the same cost as QPS in the FP phase, scheme
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TABLE 3
A Profile for a Query Where jAj ¼ 19; jBj ¼ 15;
jCj ¼ 17; jDj ¼ 19; jEj ¼ 16; jF j ¼ 15; jGj ¼ 18;

rSM ¼ 5; � ¼ 0:5; er ¼ 0:1; rE ¼ 5; and ttuple ¼ 0:01

Fig. 5. A directed graph for a query graph in Fig. 2.

Fig. 6. Execution scenario of algorithm M. (a) Step 1. (b) Step 2. (c) Step 3. (d) Step 4.

TABLE 4
An Execution Example of Algorithm M
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QPSJ outperformsQPS in the RT phase by incurring not only

a smaller amount of energy consumption, i.e., 49:8þ 53þ
35:28þ 51 ¼ 189:08 < 60þ 53þ 50þ 51 ¼ 214, but also a

smaller amount of data transmission, i.e., 69þ 106þ 46:4þ
102 ¼ 323:4 < 120þ 106þ 100þ 102 ¼ 428, showing the

very advantage of employing proper SI profitable semijoins

in scheme QPSJ .

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Extensive performance studies are conducted in this section.

The simulation model built to evaluate the join and query

processing in a mobile computing system is described in

Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, performance of join methods,

including JS , JC , and JSC , is empirically studied. Sensitivity

analysis on various parameters, including selectivity factor

and idling coefficient, are conducted. The corresponding

characteristic functions of MI profitable semijoins, which are

important in determining whether JS or JSC should be used,

are derived. Experimental results of query processing

schemes, including those of QPC , QPS , and QPSJ , are

presented in Section 5.3. A characteristic function of SI

profitable semijoins is developed and is shown to be of

important use for efficient execution of QPSJ .

5.1 System Model

Simulations were performed to evaluate the effectiveness
of join processing methods and query processing schemes.
The simulation program was coded in C++, and input
queries were generated as follows. The number of relations
in a query was predetermined. The occurrence of an edge
between two relations in the query graph was determined
according to a given probability. Without loss of general-
ity, only queries with connected query graphs were

deemed valid and used for our study. Based on the above,
the cardinalities of relations and attributes were randomly
generated from a uniform distribution within some
reasonable ranges. These settings are similar to those prior
works in query processing [6], [8]. For ease of exposition,
unless mentioned otherwise, the default value of each
parameter is given in Table 5. The number of relations
involved in query processing, denoted by n, is chosen to be
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, respectively. In general, we set the value of
� to 0.1, the value of ttuple to 0.01, and the value of rE to 5.

5.2 Experimental Results of Join Processing

The effectiveness of join processing is evaluated in this

section. We first examine the impact of selectivity factor to

both the amounts of data transmission and energy

consumption of JS , JC , and JSC in Section 5.2.1. The

derivation of characteristic function of an MI profitable

semijoin for selectivity factor with rSM varied, denoted by

fMIð�Þ, is presented in Section 5.2.2. Then, the impact of

varying the value of an idling coefficient to the energy

consumption of JS , JC and JSC is evaluated in Section 5.2.3.

The derivation of characteristic function of MI profitable

semijoin for idling coefficient with rSM varied, denoted by

gMIð�Þ, is given in Section 5.2.4. Given related parameters,

the characteristic functions fMIð�Þ and gMIð�Þ can be used to

determine whether join method JS or JSC should be

utilized.2

5.2.1 Experiments of Selectivity Factor

As mentioned before, the selectivity �i;a of attribute A in Ri

is defined as jRiðAÞj
jAj , where RiðAÞ is the set of distinct values

for the attribute A in Ri. To conduct the experiments to

evaluate the impact of selectivity factor, we set the value of

rSM to 5, the value of � to 0.1, the value of ttuple to 0.01, the

value of er to 0.1, and the value of rE to 5. The amount of

data transmission and the corresponding amount of energy

consumed by JS , JC and JSC are examined with the

selectivity factor varied. Fig. 7 shows the amounts of data

transmission incurred by JS , JC , and JSC . It can be seen

from Fig. 7 that the amount of data transmission incurred

by JS has the largest value among all methods, agreeing

with Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. Note that the amounts of data

transmission incurred by JS and JC remain constant for
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2. Note that, since the spirit of our work is mainly to propose a
systematic procedure to derive the characteristic functions of an MI
profitable semijoin for selectivity factor and idling coefficient (that can be
employed by MI profitable semijoin for performance improvement), this
procedure is still applicable even in the presence of various parameter
values in different applications.

Fig. 7. The amounts of data transmission by JS , JC , and JSC with the

selectivity factor varied.

TABLE 5
The Parameters Used in the Simulation
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different values of the selectivity factor. In contrast, the

amount of data transmission incurred by JSC tends to

increase when the selectivity factor increases. In other

words, the join method JSC is favorable when the value of

the selectivity factor is small.
The amounts of energy consumption incurred by JS , JC ,

and JSC with the selectivity factor varied are shown in

Fig. 8a, where it can be seen that the amount of energy

consumption incurred by JC is larger than that by JS ,

agreeing with Lemma 3. Since the energy consumptions of

JS and JC are independent of the selectivity factor, both the

amounts of energy consumption for JS and JC remain

constant when the value of the selectivity factor varies. Note

that as the selectivity factor is smaller than that of the

intersection point of curve JS and curve JSC in Fig. 8a (i.e.,

point a where the selectivity factor ¼ 0:18), the energy

consumption of JSC is smaller than that of JS . Clearly, the

selectivity factor of point a can be used as a threshold to

determine whether JS or JSC should be employed. It is

important to note that the selectivity factor of point a can be

estimated as er��
rSM�ttuple ¼

0:1�0:1
5�0:01 ¼ 0:2 according to Theorem 1,

which is very close to the value of 0.18 that is empirically

determined from Fig. 8a.

Fig. 8b shows the amounts of energy consumed by JS ,

JC , and JSC with rSM ¼ 3 and the selectivity factor varied.

Note that, compared with the selectivity factor in Fig. 8a

where rSM ¼ 5, the decisive selectivity factor point (i.e.,

point b where the selectivity factor ¼ 0:3) shifts to the right

in Fig. 8b. According to Theorem 1, the selectivity factor of

point b can be estimated as er��
rSM�ttuple ¼

0:1�0:1
3�0:01 ¼ 0:33, which is

also very close to the value of 0.3 empirically determined

from Fig. 8b.

5.2.2 Characteristic Function of MI Profitable Semijoin

for Selectivity Factor

To derive a characteristic function of an MI profitable

semijoin for the selectivity factor with rSM varied, we

conduct 10 experiments, which are analogous to the ones in

Section 5.2.1, and combine their results to construct Fig. 9.

Specifically, without loss of generality, we set the values of

rSM to be in the range from 1 to 10 and empirically obtain

the threshold points for the execution of JSC . A complete

spectrum for the impact of rSM to the value of the decisive

selectivity factor is shown as a function fMIð�Þ in Fig. 9,

where the threshold selectivity factors collected from

experimental results are shown by line 1 and those

determined from the analytical model stated in Theorem 1

are shown by line 2. Explicitly, the values of line 1 are

determined from such points as the intersection point of

curve JS and curve JSC in Fig. 8a (i.e., point a) and that in

Fig. 8b (i.e., point b). It can be seen that the value of the

selectivity factor varies from 0.3 in Fig. 8b (with rSM ¼ 3) to

0.18 in Fig. 8a (with rSM ¼ 5Þ.
Note that the characteristic function fMIð�Þ is very

important in determining whether JS or JSC should be

used. Note that the left-lower half of Fig. 9 corresponds to

the operating region where method JSC is favored and the

right-upper of Fig. 9 corresponds to the region where

method JS should be used. Specifically, given a selectivity

factor being s1 and rSM ¼ r1; if fMIðr1Þ > s1, join method

JSC should be utilized. Otherwise, join method JS is used. It

can be seen that the difference between experimental results

in line 1 and analytic results in line 2 is almost negligible,

showing the good accuracy of the experimental studies

conducted.

5.2.3 Experiments of Idling Coefficient

With a given selectivity factor, the sensitivity of varying the

value of an idling coefficient (i.e., �) for join processing is

investigated in this subsection. Specifically, with a given

selectivity factor � ¼ 0:6, we set the value of the rSM to 5,

the value of er to 0.08, the value of ttuple to 0.01, and the
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Fig. 8. The amounts of energy consumption incurred by JC , JS , and JSC with the selectivity factor varied. (a) The energy consumption of JC , JS , and

JSC with rSM ¼ 5 and the selectivity factor varied. (b) The energy consumption of JC , JS , and JSC with rSM ¼ 3 and the selectivity factor varied.

Fig. 9. The characteristic function of an MI profitable semijoin, fMIð�Þ, for
the selectivity factor with rSM varied.
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value of rE to 5. With this setting, the experimental results

are shown in Fig. 10, where the amounts of energy

consumptions of JS , JC , and JSC with the value of the

idling coefficient varied are given.

As can be seen from Fig. 10, the amount of energy

consumed by JC is larger than that by JS . Both the amounts

of energy consumed by JC and JSC tend to decrease as the

value of an idling coefficient increases. Note that, as the value

of the idling coefficient is larger than theone corresponding to

the intersection point of curve JS and curve JSC in Fig. 10 (i.e.,

point c where the value of the idling coefficient is 0.4), the

amount of energy consumedby JSC is smaller than that by JS .

Clearly, with a given selectivity factor, the idling coefficient

can be used as a decisive parameter for the execution of JSC . It

is important to note that, according to Corollary 1.1, the

corresponding value at point c can also be estimated as � �
rSM � ttuple

er
¼ 0:6 � 5 � 0:01

0:08 ¼ 0:375, which is very close to the

value of 0.4 that is empirically determined from Fig. 10.

5.2.4 Characteristic Function of MI Profitable Semijoin

for Idling Coefficient

Similarly to the procedure in Section 5.2.2, we conduct
eight experiments and combine their results to derive a
characteristic function of an MI profitable semijoin, denoted
by gMIð�Þ, for the idling coefficient with rSM varied.
Specifically, we set the values of rSM to be in the range
from 1 to 8 and empirically determine the corresponding
points for the execution of JSC . A complete spectrum for the
impact of rSM to the value of the decisive idling coefficient
is shown as a function gMIð�Þ in Fig. 11, where the decisive
idling coefficients collected from experimental results are
shown by line 1 and those determined from the analytical
model stated in Corollary 1.1 are shown by line 2. It can be
verified that the values of line 1 are determined from such
threshold points as the one which is intersected by curve JS
and curve JSC in Fig. 10 (i.e., point c in Fig. 10). Note that,
similar to fMIð�Þ, gMIð�Þ can also be employed to determine
whether JSC or JS should be used. The left-upper half of
Fig. 11 corresponds to the operating region where
method JSC is used and the right-lower of Fig. 11
corresponds to the region where method JS is used.
Specifically, given an idling coefficient being i1 and
RSM ¼ r1, if gMIðr1Þ < i1, join method JSC should be
utilized. Otherwise, join method JS is used. Same as in
Fig. 9, it can be seen that the difference between experi-
mental and analytic results is negligible.

5.3 Experimental Results of Query Processing

In this section, we first evaluate the performance of an SI
profitable semijoin in Section 5.3.1. Then, the characteristic
function of an SI profitable semijoin for selectivity factorwith
RSM varied, denoted by fSIð�Þ, is derived in Section 5.3.2.
Performance studies of QPS and QPSJ are conducted in
Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Experiments of SI Profitable Semijoin

In this experiment, we set the value of rSM to 5, the value of
� to be 0.5, the value of ttuple to 0.01, the value of er to 0.1,
and the value of rE to 5. The amounts of data transmissions
and energy consumptions of an SI (server-initiated)
semijoin and a simple join are examined with the selectivity
factor varied. According to Definition 2, an SI semijoin is
called profitable if the amount of energy consumed is
reduced by including this semijoin. From Fig. 12a, it can be
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Fig. 10. The energy consumptions of JS , JC , and JSC with � varied.

Fig. 11. The characteristic function of an MI profitable semijoin, gMIð�Þ,
for � with rSM varied.

Fig. 12. The performance of SI semijoins and simple joins with rSM ¼ 5. (a) The energy consumption of SI semijoin and simple join. (b) The amount

of data transmission of SI semijoin and simple join.
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seen that the amount of energy consumed by an SI
profitable semijoin is smaller than that by a simple join
when the value of the selectivity factor is smaller than the
corresponding value at point d (i.e., 0.63). Thus, the
corresponding value at point d can be used as a threshold
to identify SI profitable semijoins. Note that according to

Theorem 2, the corresponding selectivity factor at point d

can be estimated as
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
¼ 5�0:1� 1

0:5�5�0:01
5�0:1þ 1

0:5�5�0:01
¼ 0:667,

which is very close to the value of 0.63 at point d that is
empirically determined from Fig. 12a. It is shown in Fig. 12b
the amount of data transmission incurred by an SI profit-
able semijoin is much smaller than that by a simple join, and
the corresponding selectivity factor at point e is larger than
that at point d, agreeing with Corollary 2.1.

5.3.2 Characteristic Function of SI Profitable Semijoin

To derive a characteristic function of an SI profitable
semijoin for the selectivity factor with rSM varied, we
conduct 10 experiments, similar to the one in Section 5.3.1,
and combine their results to obtain Fig. 13, where a
characteristic function of an SI profitable semijoin with the

value of rSM varied, i.e., fSIð�Þ; is given. In Fig. 13, the
decisive selectivity factors determined from experimental

results are shown by line 1 and those determined from the
analytical model stated in Theorem 2 are shown by line 2.

Again, the values of line 1 are collected from such
intersection points as the one which is intersected by curve

SI semijoin and curve simple join in Fig. 12a (i.e., point d).
Note that the left-lower half of Fig. 13 corresponds to the
operating region where SI profitable semijoins are used, and

the right-upper of Fig. 13 corresponds to the region where
simple joins are used.

5.3.3 Performance of QPS and QPSJ

As shown in Section 4.3, interleaving an appropriate join
sequence with SI profitable semijoins in the RT is able to

reduce the amounts of data transmission and energy
consumption. We now examine the performance of query

processing among one server and many mobile computers.
The number of relations in a query is set to 5 and 300 queries
are random generated. For each query, the three query

schemes, i.e., QPC , QPS , and QPSJ are performed. Without
loss of generality, we set the value of RSM to 5, the value of �

to 0.5, the value of er to 0.1, and the value of rE to 5. Fig. 14
shows the amounts of data transmission and energy

consumption incurred by QPC , QPS , and QPSJ .
From Fig. 14, it can be seen that scheme QPC incurs the

largest amount of energy consumption among all schemes.

Also, as validated by the experimental results, by exploit-
ing the asymmetric feature of computing capability

between the server and mobile computers, scheme QPS

can save the energy consumption of the destination mobile

computer and participating mobile computers. Further-
more, through reducing the amount of energy consump-

tion, scheme QPS increases the amount of data trans-
mission required. Note that, by employing the character-

istic function in Fig. 13 to guide its execution, scheme QPSJ

can further reduce both the amounts of data transmission
of energy consumption, showing the very advantage of

interleaving a join sequence with SI profitable semijoins in
the RT phase. To show the difference of QPS and QPSJ for

different numbers of relations, both the amounts of data
transmission and energy consumption incurred by meth-

ods QPS and QPSJ in the RT phase are shown in Fig. 15. It
is noted that, owing to the advantage of employing SI

profitable semijoins, QPSJ significantly outperforms QPS

by incurring smaller amounts of data transmission and

energy consumption.
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Fig. 13. The characteristic function of an SI profitable, fSIð�Þ, with rSM

varied.

Fig. 14. The performance of QPC , QPS , and QPSC when the number of

relations is 5.

Fig. 15. The amounts of data transmission and energy consumption incurred by QPS and QPSJ in the RT phase with the number of relations varied.
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6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we first explored three asymmetric features of

a mobile environment. Then, in light of these features, we

devised query processing methods for both join and query

processing. Explicitly, according to those asymmetric

features of a mobile computing system, we examined

three different join methods and devised some specific

criteria to identify MI/SI profitable semijoins. We also

proposed and investigated three query processing schemes

for the processing of multijoin queries in a mobile comput-

ing system. In particular, we formulated the query proces-

sing in a mobile computing system as a two-phase query

processing procedure that can determine a join sequence

and interleave that join sequence with SI profitable semijoins

to reduce the corresponding costs. Performance of these join

and query methods was comparatively analyzed and

sensitivity analysis on several parameters, including selec-

tivity factor and idling coefficient, was conducted. Further-

more, we developed a systematic procedure to derive the

characteristic functions of MI and SI profitable semijoins. It

was shown by our simulation results that, by exploiting the

three asymmetric features, these characteristic functions are

very powerful in reducing both the amounts of energy

consumption and data transmission incurred and can lead

to the design of an efficient and effective query processing

procedure for a mobile computing environment.

APPENDIX A

EXPECTED RESULTING CARDINALITIES OF JOINS

Theorem [5]. Let G ¼ ðV;EÞ be a join query graph. GB ¼
ðVB; EB) is a connected subgraph of G. Let R1; R2; . . . ; Rp be
the relations corresponding to nodes in VB, A1; A2; . . . ; Aq be
the distinct attributes associated with edges in EB, and mi be
the number of different nodes (relations) that edges with
attribute Ai are incident to. Suppose R� is the relation
resulting from the join operations between relations in GB and
NT ðGBÞ is the expected number of tuples in R�. Then,

NT ðGBÞ ¼
Qp

i¼1 jRijQq
i¼1 jAijmi�1

: ð6Þ

APPENDIX B

PROOFS OF LEMMAS AND COROLLARIES

Proof of Lemma 1. It follows from the theorem in [5] that

the size of jR1 ffl R2j is jR1jjR2j
jAj : The value of dtðJSÞ can be

expressed as jR2j þ jR1jjR2j
jAj : Note that dtðJSÞ � dtðJCÞ ¼

ðjR2j þ jR1jjR2j
jAj Þ � jR1j ¼ jR2j þ jR1jðjR2j�jAjÞ

jAj : In general, we

assume that jR2j > jAj and all jR1j, jR2j, and jAj are

larger than zero. Thus, we have jR2j þ jR1jðjR2j�jAjÞ
jAj > 0:

This lemma follows. tu
Proof of Lemma 2. The amount of data transmission

incurred by method JSC can be formulated as

�ðjAj þ jR1jÞ, where A is the join attribute with the

selectivity factor �. dtðJCÞ can be expressed by jR1j:

Generally speaking, since � < jR1j
jAjþjR1j and jR1j > A, we

have �ðjAj þ jR1jÞ < jR1j; thus proving this lemma. tu
Proof of Corollary 1.1. From Theorem 1, we have EcðJSCÞ �

EcðJSÞ ¼ jR1jjR2j
jAj ð1� � rSM � ttuple � �� erÞ:FromDefinition 1,

jR1jjR2j
jAj ð1� � rSM � ttuple � �� erÞ < 0: Then, we have 1

� � rSM
�ttuple � �� er < 0, which implies that � > � � rSM � ttuple

er
,

thus proving the “only if” condition. Also, if � > � �
rSM � ttuple

er
, we have 1

� � rSM � ttuple � �� er < 0, which

implies that EcðJSCÞ �EcðJSÞ < 0, thus proving the “if”

condition. This corollary follows. tu
Proof of Corollary 2.1. The data transmission of performing

semijoin is less than that of sending jRjj if �i;a < jRjj
jAjþjRjj . It

follows from Theorem 2 that a semijoin is an SI profitable

semijoin if �i;a <
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
: We now want to prove

that
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
<

jRjj
jAjþjRjj : Assume that

ðrE�er�1
��rSM�ttupleÞ

ðrE�erþ1
��rSM�ttupleÞ

<
jRjj

jAjþjRjj , then we have

ðer � rE � 1

�
� rSM � ttupleÞ � ðjAj þ jRjjÞ <

ðer � rE þ 1

�
� rSM � ttupleÞ � jRjj:

We need to prove that 2 � jRjj � ð1� � rSM � ttupleÞ þ jAj �
ð1� � rSM � ttuple � er � rEÞ > 0: Since we have jRjj > jAj,
1
� > 1; rSM > 1; and 0 < ttuple < 1, it can be seen that

2 � jRjj � ð
1

�
� rSM � ttupleÞ þ jAj�

ð1
�
� rSM � ttuple � er � rEÞ > 0;

proving that
ðrE�er�1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
ðrE�erþ1

��rSM�ttupleÞ
<

jRjj
jAjþjRjj : Thus, by using an

SI profitable semijoin, the corresponding amount of data

transmission is reduced. tu
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